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Farm Gauge tool puts focus
on farm practices and systems

TC150518TC02
DAIRYNZ Farmers’ Forum at Mystery Creek, where dairy
farmers, sector, business and political leaders met to discuss
the future of dairy.

Anew farm tool, Farm Gauge,
was launched at the DairyNZ
Farmers’ Forum in Waipā last

week.
DairyNZ’s latest online tool has

been developed with the help of
dairy farmers to help other farmers
assess their business, identify areas
to focus on and support them to take
action.

“Farm Gauge has been built
alongside farmers who have piloted
and tested it, to help us ensure we
have a great tool for other dairy
farmers,” says Paul Bird, DairyNZ
senior project manager.

“It looks at eight areas of the
farm system — strategy, feed,
finance, health/safety and wellbeing,
herd management, people, environ-
ment and infrastructure,” says Paul.

“The Farm Gauge process takes
farmers through each section and
helps identify areas to improve, by
offering advice, resources and
actions.”

Farm Gauge is modelled off
DairyNZ’s Whole Farm Assessment
approach, which has been adapted
so farmers can carry out their own
farm assessment.

Developed in 2010, the Whole
Farm Assessment analyses
strengths, weaknesses, risks and
opportunities across all components
of the business.

Paul says because dairy farmers
have a huge scope of responsibilities
across the farm, Farm Gauge is
designed to help select which busi-
ness areas to prioritise.

“This will help farmers feel less
overwhelmed and deliver busi-
nesses which are more profitable,
productive, efficient and enjoyable,”
says Paul.

“We’d love to hear what farmers
think about Farm Gauge, as we
continue developing it.”

The DairyNZ Farmers’ Forum is
a two-day event which wazs held
last Tuesday and Wednesday at
Mystery Creek.

It hosted Minister of Agriculture
Damien O’Connor, Minister for Clim-

ate Change James Shaw, Air New
Zealand CEO Christopher Luxon,
economist Cameron Bagrie, author
and science communicator Julian
Cribb and mental health campaigner
Mike King.

It is a biennial event which
brings together political and
economic views, and discusses
sustainable farming, future food and
farm practices.

■ Farmers can use Farm Gauge at
www.dairynz.co.nz/farmgauge.

Farmers need to market
‘world’s finest’ system

DAMIEN
O’CONNOR

JAMES
SHAW

New Zealand dairy
farmers have a
great opportun-

ity to market the best
milk and its origins to
the world, according to
Minister of Agriculture
Damien O’Connor.

Speaking at the
DairyNZ Farmers’
Forum at Mystery
Creek, the minister told
the crowd that New Zea-
land’s dairy sector could
benefit by promoting its
on-farm production sys-
tems internationally.

“Every part of our
production system has
to be up to standard, if
we say we are the best
then we have to be able
to prove it ,” said
O’Connor.

“So we have to
redefine what we do and
inspire everyone to
understand the poten-
tial of the world’s finest
food production system.

“The Government knows how
important the primary sector, and
in particular dairy, is to the
economy. It’s our single biggest
earner, alongside tourism. We
have to back our production with
brand integrity — which is why
sustainability, animal welfare,
climate change and other issues
are so important, that’s why we
are talking about it.

“My vision is that we produce

the finest food and
protein for the
world’s most dis-
cerning customers,
because those cus-
tomers will have to
be able to pay a little
bit more for the food
that takes a little
more to produce,
because we are
going to run the best
systems in the
world.”

The minister also
discussed
Mycoplasma bovis
and efforts being
made to eradicate it.

“Mycoplasma
bovis may be the
most challenging
biosecurity issue we
will ever have to
deal with. For
future, Biosecurity
NZ has been set-up
with an interna-
tional unit to look at
risks offshore, along

with reviewing import standards
and the Biosecurity Act.”

Minister for Climate Change
James Shaw also discussed New
Zealand’s emissions profile and
reaching a zero carbon emissions
target by 2050.

“We are committed to being
part of a net zero emissions and it
is not down to one sector — it is
going to take all of us to achieve
it,” said Shaw.
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Climate change likely to lead to diseases says report
New Zealand’s land-based

primary industries need to
get ready for more and

more serious crop disease as
climate change causes more and
longer droughts, according to new
research.

In the journal Australasian
Plant Pathology, the authors say
that climate change is expected to
bring more droughts in many
parts of New Zealand, and more
droughts are “likely to increase
the severity of a wide range of
diseases affecting the plant-based
productive sectors”.

Scientists from the Bio-

Protection Research Centre, Scion,
Lincoln University, AUT Univers-
ity, Landcare Research and the
University of Auckland analysed
the potential impact of climate-
change-induced drought on sev-
eral commercial plants and their
diseases. They found that in most
instances “increased drought is
expected to increase disease ex-
pression”.

The probable negative effects
of drought include “a predis-
position of hosts to infection
through general weakening and/
or suppressed disease resistance”.

More frequent and more severe

droughts could also lead to
“emergence of enhanced or new
diseases of plants that can reduce
primary production”.

“New plant disease pressures
are expected to occur . . . with
potentially devastating impacts
for New Zealand’s productive
sectors,” the authors said.

But the news is not all bad.
“Drought may reduce the

severity of some diseases, such as
Sclerotina rot of kiwifruit and red
needle cast (RNC) of radiata pine.”

And in some cases it could
“activate systemic defence mech-
anisms resulting in increased re-

sistance to infection”.
In an extended case study the

authors said the effects of
increased drought on New Zea-
land’s pinus radiata industry
would depend on many factors,
including whether drought hap-
pened early or late in the season.

Lead author Dr Steve Wakelin,
of the Bio-Protection Research
Centre and Scion, said it was
essential more research was
carried out so each industry could
prepare for the effects of drought.

“Many industries, such as agri-
culture and horticulture, may
have time to gradually change

over the next 20 or 30 years, to
avoid the worst effects of drought
or even take advantage of any
opportunities the changing clim-
ate may bring.

“However, plantation forestry
does not have the luxury of flexi-
bility. What is planted now will
need to not just survive but thrive
in whatever climate and disease
conditions are prevailing in the
next 20, 30, or 40 years.

“It’s essential that primary in-
dustries with a long production
cycle start assessing and address-
ing the risks and opportunities a
much drier climate will bring.”

Celebrating 50 years of National Fieldays

NEW Zealand National Fieldays
Society president Peter Carr
and Hamilton City councillor
Angela O’Leary cut the ribbon
to open 50 Years of Fieldays at
Waikato Museum.

Past and present New Zea-
land National Fieldays
Society members and

invited guests get the first look at
the new exhibition at Waikato
Museum.

Celebrations of the 50th anni-
versary of the New Zealand
National Fieldays Society con-
tinued Thursday evening with the
opening of 50 Years of Fieldays at
Waikato Museum.

Society president Peter Carr
welcomed guests and officials.

He thanked Hamilton City
mayor Andrew King, councillors
and staff for pulling together this
expression of history and success,
and Waikato Museum director
Cherie Meecham and her team for
their professional approach to
this “rather unusual artistic sub-
ject”.

“Five decades of active partici-
pation in Fieldays brings with it a
plethora of history,” said Peter.
“A history of initial dreams
morphing into visions, small
displays becoming huge presenta-
tions, a small initial team now
turned, 50 years later, into some-
thing more sizeable, managing a
multi-million dollar operation.

“It would be naive to think that
such a growth does not produce
memories, history, worth-while
achievements and amazing mem-
orabilia.”

The first Fieldays were held at
Te Rapa with the theme of bring-
ing together Town and Country,
and the one-day event resulted in
10,000 visitors viewing just 80
exhibits.

“Now almost half a century
later, next month we will have
1442 exhibitor sites — hopefully
being viewed by 135,000 people
across four days,” he said.

■ 50 Years of Fieldays is open at
Waikato Museum until August 19.
Opening hours are 10am to 5pm
daily and entry is free.
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It can’t be business as usual

Dr Nic Lees

ALincoln University expert
says Environment Minis-
ter David Parker is right

to signal New Zealand agricul-
ture cannot continue with busi-
ness as usual.

Senior lecturer in
Agribusiness Management Dr
Nic Lees says intensive dairying
is currently profitable only because it is
not bearing the full costs of its production
systems.

“It is not paying the cost to the
environment of its production. We are all
picking up the tab, and especially our
children for the impact on our waterways
and climate,” he says. “Currently inten-
sive dairy farming is addicted to high
production per cow. This means adding
in concentrated feed such as palm kernel
and high levels of nitrogen fertiliser. This
increases costs, which means these
systems are only profitable with high
production and high commodity prices.”

Nic says this shows New Zealand’s
future is not in maintaining our position
as the lowest cost producer of meat and

dairy products.
“The longer that the beef and

dairy industries hold on to a
commodity model based on
increasing output and lowering
costs the greater will be the
future farmer pain. I think we
need to have conversations
around “peak cow” and the

future of our animal production indus-
tries.”

He says the Labour Government is
clearly signalling New Zealand’s future is
not in commodities.

“Facing up to “peak cows” will benefit
New Zealand and farmers in the long
term. It is either some pain now or a lot of
pain later. If not, alternative proteins will
take out our commodity agricultural
products in the same way nylon took out
wool as a fibre. Minister Parker has said
there is potential to change towards
cropping, horticulture, which are high-
value land uses,” says Nic. “He is right to
say there are too many cows, however
the potential for cropping and horticul-
ture to replace dairying is simply not

going to happen. There is no way
horticulture and cropping can replace
any significant portion of dairy farming
land.”

Nic says cropping and horticulture
land takes up about 2.5 per cent of New
Zealand’s total land (422,400ha). About 1.7
per cent of that is in grain crops and less
than 1 per cent for growing fruit and
berries. In comparison dairy takes up
about 20 per cent (2.6 million ha).

However, he believes there is poten-
tial for the horticulture sector to increase
the value of exports. The industry
already produces $5.6b in exports from
just 200,000 ha. The dairy industry
produces $13b from 2.4 million ha.
Dairying can also learn from the sheep
industry.

“NZ reached peak sheep at 60 million
in 1984,” says Nic. “Now we have only 30
million but produce the same volume of
lamb at significant higher value.

“Fewer animals means less
greenhouse gasses, and reduces nitrate
leaching. There is the potential to see this
happen in the dairy industry also.”

Scholarship offered for health worker’s study

Rural Women New Zealand
(RWNZ) and Access Community
Health are offering a $3000

scholarship to a health worker wanting
to further their studies in health or
disability.

“We want to encourage people to
pursue studies in health professions, and
to miss out on doing so due to financial
reasons would be a real shame,” says
RWNZ national president Fiona Gower.

“We are delighted to partner with

Access Community Health to award the
scholarship.”

The scholarship recognises the im-
portance of having trained health profes-
sionals wanting to work in the rural
sector, ensuring better health outcomes
for rural communities.

“Access Community Health is very
proud of their longstanding relationship
with Rural Women New Zealand, and
once again we are delighted to be a
sponsor of the RWNZ/Access Commun-

ity Health Scholarship in 2018,” says
Access Community Health chief execu-
tive officer Simon Lipscombe.

“We are very pleased for last year’s
successful applicant, Roberta Kaio, and
we hope that the scholarship awarded
helps the recipient further their ongoing
learning journey,” says Simon.
■ Applications for the scholarship close
on Sunday, July 1. Application forms can
be downloaded from
www.ruralwomen.org.nz
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Giant lamb chop sets off on tour around NZ

TC150518TCCHOP
THE Backyard Cook, Marty Shanahan, and the giant
chop.

Beef + Lamb New Zea-
land has com-
missioned a giant

lamb chop to celebrate
National Lamb Day —

which takes place on
Thursday, May 24.

The giant chop set off on
May 1 from Beef + Lamb
HQ in Auckland on the

maiden voyage of the Lamb
and Three Veg Tiki Tour
via some of the ‘tastier’
attractions across Aotea-
roa.

Starting at the giant
kūmara in Dargaville, the
chop will pioneer a new
tour route for tourists to
follow, travelling via the
iconic L&P bottle in Paeroa,
the big carrot in Ōhakune,
The Beehive in Wellington
and on to the Wattie’s Pea
Factory in Christchurch.

Marty Shanahan, aka
The Backyard Cook, is cap-
tain of the Lamb Rover
Defender tasked with
towing the colossal chop.

“When Beef + Lamb
approached me and asked if
I could drive a giant lamb
chop across the country I
thought they were trying to
pull the wool over my eyes
— this is surely a recipe for
disaster.

“But ewe have to admire
the workmansheep that’s
gone into making the chop,
I feel a bit sheepish for
doubting them now,” says
Marty.

Interestingly, it is not
the first time New Zealand
lamb has been part of a
ground-breaking voyage.

Rewind back to 1882
when the Dunedin, loaded
with the first shipment of
frozen lamb, set sail from
Port Chalmers heading for
London.

The date of National
Lamb Day (now in its fifth
year) coincides with the
136th anniversary of when
the cargo ship Dunedin
arrived into London. That
journey sparked an export
industry that is now worth
in excess of $8 billion a year
to the Kiwi economy.

Rod Slater is CEO of
Beef + Lamb New Zealand
and well-known in New
Zealand’s flourishing red
meat scene.

“Kiwis might not know
it, but New Zealand is a
little bit famous for the
lamb we produce, we’re
sort of known for it,” says
Rod.

“When you buy Quality
Mark lamb from
supermarkets and butchers
— or order it at your fav-
ourite restaurant — you are
eating something really
special.

“It’s internationally
renowned, produced in our

unique environment and
meets standards that
guarantees tender results.

“So, we thought it’s
probably about time we did
something massive to cel-
ebrate this mighty meat,
aye?”

■ To keep up to date with
the chop’s whereabouts,
head to the Beef + Lamb
Facebook and Instagram
pages or recipes.co.nz for
more information.



Brand launched

Ablueprint and a new
brand designed to cap-
ture more value for

New Zealand’s sheepmeat
and beef overseas has been
unveiled by Beef + Lamb
New Zealand (B+LNZ).

The Red Meat Story and
Taste Pure Nature origin
brand will be used as a global
brand platform to underpin
exporters’ marketing pro-
grammes and enhance the
positioning of New Zealand
red meat. It has been devel-
oped in conjunction with
B+LNZ’s processor partners
and farmers over the past 12
months.

Taste Pure Nature brand
assets will be available for
New Zealand exporters to use
in all markets with the brand
appearing on packaging, ad-
vertising and other material
by the end of the year.

In addition, B+LNZ is
working with processing
companies on two pilot pro-
grammes in China and the
United States.

These programmes will
aim to build demand and
visibility for New Zealand
beef and lamb through active
in-market promotion of Taste
Pure Nature to key distribu-
tors, food service and retail
channels including
consumers.

Sam McIvor, chief execu-
tive of B+LNZ, said consumer
research shows New Zea-
land’s overall image as a
country is positive, but weak

in relation to red meat in high
growth markets.

“Taste Pure Nature is our
unique point of difference and
is central to our promise of
the purest and most natural
meat taste experiences in the
world.”

Beef + Lamb NZ’s re-
search also showed a pro-
duct’s country or place of
origin is a major factor in
purchasing decisions by
consumers, retailers and the
food service sector, he said.

“It is a shortcut to under-
standing and trust. It
provides a basis for choosing
a brand if it is available —
which adds further value and
differentiation.”

If a company wishes to use
the Taste Pure Nature trade
mark in global markets, they
must first apply to B+LNZ for
a licence to use the mark.

To be considered eligible
for a licence, the New Zealand
meat company must be part
of the New Zealand Farm
Assurance Programme
(NZFAP) or have an ISO/IEC
17065 accredited Farm Assur-
ance Programme which is
independently audited.

Beef + Lamb New Zealand
will be hosting a series of
meetings for farmers to learn
more about the Red Meat
Story and Origin Brand in the
coming months.

■ Information about the
brand can be found at
www.tastepurenaturenz.co.nz.

© 2018 Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. (BRP). All rights reserved. ®, TM and the BRP logo are trademarks of BRP or its affiliates. Offer available at participating BRP approved
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HD8. ✝3 years of $199 capped service (excludes GST) (3 years, 350 hours or 5,500 km, whichever comes first with a maximum of 4 services) and 14 days Money Back Guarantee** for MY18
Outlander 450 & 570 PRO/DPS, see full terms and conditions in-store or at www.canamoffroad.com. ^3 year warranty covers MY17/18 Defender and MY18 Outlander 450/570/650 PRO/DPS/XT
models only. Always ride responsibly and safely. Always wear protective gear & approved helmet. BRP reserves the right to change the promotion at any time.
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Online trading platform
launched by wool industry

ROSSTAN
MAZEYIn a significant step forward for the

wool sector, industry participants
have come together to develop and

launch an independent online trading
platform.

Modelled on the Global Dairy Trade
Events (GDT) platform, the Natural
Fibre Exchange (NFX) is scheduled to go
live with its first trading event in a week.

NFX Ltd shareholders Wools of New
Zealand Ltd (WNZ) and Alliance Group
have teamed with CRA International, an
acknowledged leader in online trading
platforms. CRA, which also designed and
manages the GDT platform, has devel-
oped and will manage the NFX platform.

WNZ chief executive and NFX
spokesperson Rosstan Mazey said NFX
intends to bring additional shareholders
on board over time.

“The NFX draws on international
models as an open access, independent
trading platform and represents a cross
section of the wool market,” he says.

“There are a number of in-built
features to the platform that ensures the
NFX is pro-competitive, transparent and
encourages fair discovery of prices for
the fibre products traded between buyers
and sellers.

“Online trading is playing an
increasingly important role in interna-
tional commodity markets.

“This platform is a natural evolution
towards developing the most efficient
means of selling significant volumes of
wool.

Buyers in turn can compare all prices
in real time with all parcels of wool

available simultaneously over multiple
rounds of bidding.”

Rosstan says an integral feature of
the platform was as a tool to provide an
objective reference price from the per-
spective of both buyers and sellers.

Nigel Jones, head of strategy at
Alliance Group, says the group recog-
nises the importance of wool returns to
farmer shareholders so are interested in
exploring any opportunities NFX may
create to improve the price transparency
and returns to wool growers.

“We are a material seller of wool so
we are excited about the potential

benefits this technology offers to the co-
operative including improving
efficiencies and ease of doing business,”
he says.

Rosstan says the NFX had initial
commitments of around 6.5 million
kilograms for the first 12-months from
sellers including WNZ, Alliance and
most major producers of slipe wool.

“It’s early days and discussions are
being held with other major sellers and
buyers.

“Initially, the focus will be on securing
support for greasy wool, with potential to
develop other offerings,” he says.
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Special tractor will
stay on local farm

TC150518BR05
DONE DEAL: Te Awamutu Norwood tractor salesman Rod Guise (left) and Te
Kawa farmer Aaron Van der Poel.

N orwood Farm
Machinery Centre
Te Awamutu is

delighted to keep a special
tractor in the Waipā dis-
trict.

The special-edition
T6070 New Holland tractor
celebrates 100 years of the

New Holland brand.
Until recently it was

touring New Zealand as a
show piece.

It could have been sold
anywhere in the country,
but was sold to Te Kawa
farmer Aaron Van der Poel
by Te Awamutu Norwood

tractor salesman Rod Guise.
The six-cylinder turbo-

charged tractor has been
painted blue to look like a
heritage tractor.

It will be well used by
Aaron and his father, Jim
Van der Poel, who has mul-
tiple farms.

Rural Women sponsor wool awards

Rural Women New
Zealand are again
the primary sponsor

for the 2018 WoolOn
Awards.

RWNZ national presi-
dent Fiona Gower says the
WoolOn Awards celebrate
the skilful, creative people
who are involved in the
wool and natural fibre
fashion industry.

“This important part-
nership between RWNZ
and WoolOn signifies our
commitment to encourag-

ing and celebrating enter-
prise in rural communi-
ties,” she said.

“The event, which this
year held in Alexandra on
Friday/Saturday, August
17 and 18, showcases a
visually engaging display
of high-quality finished
garments using quality
wool fibre,” says Fiona.

W o o l O n c o - c h a i r
Leonie Williamson says
that Rural Women New
Zealand’s strong support
of local communities and

rural businesses is an in-
spiration to WoolOn as
they look to showcase
wool design in New Zea-
land.

“Our team is delighted
to have RWNZ back on
board as primary sponsor
for our Annual Awards
where each year, audi-
ences are treated to a
visual extravaganza dis-
play of fashion garments
from local and national
designers all of whom
have incredible skills..

Bank support for rural youth

Heartland Bank has
teamed up with NZ
Young Farmers to sup-

port young people at the
forefront of the rural indus-
try.

The agri-food sector is a
vital part of New Zealand’s
economy and needs young,
talented people to fuel it into
the future, said Chris Cowell,
head of rural at Heartland
Bank.

“NZ Young Farmers is an
impressive organisation with
a footprint of 80 clubs. It
provides young people with
information, advice, training
and networking opportun-
ities, and Heartland is excited
to be part of the wider team.”

The partnership gives
Heartland an opportunity to

get its livestock finance in
front of the young people,
who are part of the next rural
generation, he said.

“We’re immensely proud
of our livestock finance pro-
ducts, which trade under the
Open for Livestock banner.
We want to raise awareness
of how they can help give
young farmers a leg-up,
whether it be buying cattle or
sheep for trading, or entering
the dairy industry as share-
milkers.”

NZ Young Farmers said it
was partnering with a com-
pany whose heritage was
firmly planted in rural New
Zealand.

“Heartland’s roots stretch
back to 1875 when the Ash-
burton Permanent Building

and Investment Society was
created,” said NZ Young
Farmers chief executive
Terry Copeland. “The bank is
a big supporter of rural com-
munities and we believe it
will be an excellent fit with
our organisation.”

Heartland said its Open
for Livestock platform was
designed with speed and sim-
plicity.

“We know farmers are
busy and that sometimes op-
portunities present them-
selves without warning,
which is why we offer a
simple online application pro-
cess. With Open for Live-
stock, farmers can apply for
100 per cent stock finance any
time, on any device and get a
decision within minutes.”
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Candidates line
up for board seats
Four candidates will vie

for two positions on
the Horticulture New

Zealand Board.
“We haven’t had such a

strong contest for some
time and the calibre of
candidates is an indication
of how well horticulture is
doing and the high profile
the industry is enjoying on
the back of that success,”
Horticulture New Zealand
president Julian Raine says.

John Cook is standing
down from the nine-
member board and not
offering himself for re-
election.

Mike Smith is offering
himself for re-election,
while new candidates for
the vacant roles are
Kathryn de Bruin,
Bernadine Guilleux and
Lesley Wilson.

Mike has been involved
in the kiwifruit industry for
20 years and grows kiwifruit
in Welcome Bay, near Tau-
ranga. He has been a Horti-
culture New Zealand direc-
tor since 2015.

Kathryn de Bruin is a
grower, employer,
chartered accountant, and
experienced board member
from Dargaville where,
together with her husband,
she grows kūmara and runs
cattle and store lambs.

Bernadine Guilleux has

been immersed in horticul-
ture since childhood, as her
father and his brothers
established their Balle Bros
operation in Pukekohe,
where she is currently the
group’s marketing mana-
ger.

Lesley Wilson is a fruit
grower and current Presi-
dent of the Hawke’s Bay
Fruitgrowers’ Association.
As a grower she has been
involved in areas surround-
ing the health, well-being,
and future prosperity of
horticulture.

Horticulture New Zea-
land represents over 5000
commercial fruit and vege-
table growers who employ
about 60,000 people, making
a significant contribution to
New Zealand’s economy.

“We want the best
people for the two available
positions; people who have
something to contribute to
the governance function of
the board and to the wider
horticulture industry,” says
Julian.

Directors are elected for
a three year term and any
active grower member of
Horticulture New Zealand
can vote.

Voting is open now until
Monday, May 28.

The results will be
announced on Friday, June
1.
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Equipment makes job easy

TC150518BR02
WAIPĀ Hire owner Logan Jones (left) and Ekochute
supplier Stuart Rogers.

TC150518BR03
THE Ekochute can be hired through Waipā Hire.

A new leading-edge
piece of hoof-
trimming equipment

is now available to hire
through Waipā Hire.

The Ekochute is a mobile
hoof-trimming crush that
offers farmers and their staff
an easier and safer option for
cattle hoof care.

It is simple and efficient to
use, with a self-catching and
full-walk-thru head bail.

Other features include a
compression anti-kick back
bar with a “W” support
assembly, double belly/girth
straps to stop cows collapsing
and self-locking winches with
folding handles.

The uniquely-designed
foreleg restraints are more
comfortable for the cow and
the user.

The Ekochute was
brought to New Zealand by
Ōhaupō man Stuart Rogers,
owner of hoof-trimming com-
pany Hoof-it.

Stuart says the Ekochute’s
features can make hoof-
trimming a one-person job.

“It’s a much safer alterna-
tive to using vet ropes in the
shed,” he says.

“It is win-win situation.”
Waipā Hire owner Logan

Jones can hire the piece of
equipment to local farmers.

It can be hired from Waipā
Hire, 56 Cambridge Rd, Te
Awamutu and can be easily
towed by a small car or quad
bike.

■ For more information
contact info@waipahire.co.nz
or 871 3288.
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Is he a contractor
or an employee?
Shelley 
Greer
Gallie Miles
Solicitor

Dan owns a dairy farm and employs a
full time farm manager. From time to
time Dan engages Mike to help out on

the farm when it gets busy, which is most
weeks.

Dan shifts stock, sprays weeds, milks and
assists with calving.

Mike and Dan have verbally agreed to an
hourly rate of pay but Mike doesn’t have an
employment agreement or a written contract.

Dan decides what time Mike will start and
finish work and what work he will do on the
farm. Mike issues Dan an invoice for his work
every month or so and Dan pays him at the
same time he pays his farm manager. Mike
pays his own income tax.

When the relationship between Dan and
Mike sours, Dan tells Mike that he won’t be
calling him up for work again.

Dan has now received a letter from Mike’s
lawyer. Mike has raised a personal grievance
for unjustified dismissal. Will Mike’s claim be
successful?

In order to be able to bring such a claim in
the first place, Mike has to prove is that he
was an employee not a contractor.

The distinction between an employee and
a contractor is an important one, particularly
in the farming context.

Farms often have a number of people
involved with day to day operations. Being
clear on who is an employee and who is a
contractor is vital. Simply calling someone a
contractor or an employee is not enough.

If challenged, the Courts will look closely
at the details of the relationship.

The types of questions asked by the
Courts include:
• What does the written agreement between
the parties say? The starting point is always
what is written down, but an agreement
saying someone is a contractor can and will
be overturned by the Courts if the reality of
the daily work suggests the person was
actually an employee;
• Who pays the tax and ACC levies? A
contractor pays their own, while an employee
has these paid by their boss;
• Who decides what jobs are done and when?
A contractor sets their own hours and is free

to decide what work is done and when. An
employee is usually directed to do certain
tasks at certain times. Similarly, a contractor
decides when they take holidays or leave
early, whereas an employee often has little
control over these decisions, or requires
someone else’s approval first;
• Is the job being done one that is usually
done by a contractor or an employee? For
some tasks this will be easily answered, such
as fixing the milking plant which would
usually be done by a contractor, not an
employee. For others, such as relief milking
or spraying weeds, this question is not so
easy to answer;
• Is the person’s work integral to the farm? A
person who is performing key tasks on farm
is more likely to be considered an employee
than someone who is doing things that are
incidental to the farm operation. For example,
someone who is shifting stock and fences on
a daily basis is more likely to be an employee
than someone who comes in to repair the
fences when asked to do so by the owner or
manager.

In summary, if you have contracted with
an individual to work hours that you pre-
scribe, in your workplace, carrying out core
functions of your business, it is highly unlikely
that person could be a contractor. On the
other hand if you contracted to get a task
done, and that person can choose (within
reason) when it is done and who can do it,
and particularly if it is not core to your
business, then it is unlikely to be employ-
ment.
Why is the distinction so important?

Employees are protected by the Employ-
ment Relations Act and have clear options
open to them if a grievance arises. They have
rights under the Act, but from their perspec-
tive have limited control over the type of work
that is done and when.

In contrast, contractors have much more
freedom over the work done and the days
worked, but are responsible for paying their
own tax and ACC levies. If a dispute arises, it
can be more costly and time consuming for a
contractor to resolve.

Having a clear understanding at the
outset is vital for both parties. What matters is
not just what is written down but what actually
happens day to day. The consequences for
getting it wrong can be stressful and
expensive, regardless of whether you are an
employer, employee or contractor.

If you are confused or worried by the
employee/contractor distinction, contact
shelley@gallie.co.nz to talk it through in
more detail. In my experience it certainly
pays to get it right from the beginning.

More farms infected in
cattle disease outbreak
The tracking of cattle disease

Mycoplasma bovis shows that more
farms than previously expected are

likely to be affected by the disease, says
Biosecurity Minister Damien O’Connor.

He says while they always expected to
find more properties, officials believe the
numbers will likely exceed their earlier
modelling.

“That modelling work is continuing and
we will have a clearer picture in the next
couple of weeks,” says the minister.

MPI is continuing an intense programme
of work with farming sector groups about
the next best steps in the response —
including containment and phased eradi-
cation.

“Testing to date shows all infected
properties are connected in some way.

“The tracing of Mycoplasma bovis is
made harder by the poor use of the national
animal tracing system (NAIT).

“We could have tracked this more
quickly if the system had been used
properly,” says Damien.

He says the current Government will

make changes to the NAIT system.
“A cull of 22,000 cows is currently under

way, with nearly half — 11,000 animals —
destroyed.

“That cull is necessary to reduce the
disease’s spread through the national herd. I
know farmers whose properties are under
control restrictions face a difficult time.

“I’m working hard to ensure the Govern-
ment and sector make the best possible
decision with the best possible information
regarding Mycoplasma bovis. I expect that
decision will come in the next few weeks.”

The minister says farmers should ensure
any compensation claims they make related
to Mycoplasma bovis are accurate, as it
makes the process quicker.

At last Wednesday 38 farms were active
infected places and another 40 were under
Restricted Place Notice as they were consid-
ered highly likely to become infected.

Nearly 1700 properties are of interest
because of risk events such as animal
movements, supply of milk for animal feed
or because they are adjacent to infected
properties.
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Young Farmer grand final to be broadcast

TC150518TCYFOTY
BROADCAST host Sarah Perriam with FMG Young Farmer of the Year grand finalists, from left,
Logan Wallace, Josh Cozens, Cameron Black, Daniel Bradbury, Patrick Crawshaw, Will Taylor and
Andrew Wiffen.

Edited version
to be made
available for
wide audience

‘It’s fitting that on the
50th anniversary of the
contest, Kiwis will be

able to view the
milestone on more

devices than ever.’NICK FISHER
MediaWorks’ head of rural

A new deal will see
MediaWorks broadcast
New Zealand’s longest run-

ning agricultural contest the FMG
Young Farmer of the Year.

Under the agreement, an edited
version of the 50th Grand Final of
the iconic contest will be broad-
cast on ThreeNow.

ThreeNow is MediaWorks’ free
video on-demand streaming ser-
vice available on smart TVs and
mobile devices.

MediaWorks’ head of rural,
Nick Fisher, said the broadcaster
is proud to be partnering with NZ
Young Farmers to produce the
programme.

“Many New Zealanders grew
up watching the Young Farmer of
the Year Grand Final on tele-
vision,” he said.

“It’s fitting that on the 50th
anniversary of the contest, Kiwis
will be able to view the milestone
on more devices than ever.”

The deal will see a total of three
commercial episodes on the con-
test filmed for ThreeNow.

They will be produced by
Perriam Media, a production com-
pany owned by popular Rural

Exchange host Sarah Perriam.
“Being asked to front television

coverage for the 50th FMG Young
Farmer of the Year Grand Final is

a huge honour,” said Sarah.
“I consider it to be the pinnacle

of rural broadcasting in New Zea-
land.

“I’m from the country and love
attending regional finals. My aim
is to showcase the inspirational
talent which will be on display in

Invercargill,” she said.
The main hour-long pro-

gramme will air a week after
grand final in July.

The prestigious event will see
seven finalists go head-to-head,
with only one being crowned the
50th FMG Young Farmer of the
Year.

NZ Young Farmers’ events and
marketing manager, Carolyn
Bennett, said the contest will
highlight excellence.

“Our partnership with
MediaWorks will enable more
New Zealanders to get a taste of
the skills needed to produce food
and run an agri-business,” she
said.

“It’s fantastic to have a major
media partner on board at such an
important time in the contest’s
history.”

The programmes will include
interviews with past winners and
showcase key parts of grand final
such as the fast-paced agri-
knowledge quiz.
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you and supporting your
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Where the pedal
(bone) meets metal
Rachel 
Numan
Vetora            
Veterinarian

The bovine hoof is an amazing thing. Two
small bones at the end of each leg — the
equivalent of the very last joint of our

fingertips — are responsible for carrying a
450kg+ animal thousands of kilometres over
her lifetime, much of this over gravel and
concrete surfaces.

This bone is encased in hard horn (the
outside of the hoof — similar to our
fingernails), and rests upon a cushioning fat
pad. It makes sense that we need to protect
this small bone known as the ‘pedal bone’ as
much as possible to ensure a long and
productive lifetime.

When a cow becomes lame, this is often
because of historic trauma to the foot.

Hoof horn grows out at a rate of 5mm per
month. If the horn is damaged at the point
where it starts growing from (where the hair of
the leg and the hoof meet, and at the sole of
the hoof), it may be as long as six months until
this defective horn is at the business end of
the foot where it is responsible for protecting
the cow during her many kilometres walking to
and from the shed.

Weakened horn is more likely to allow
stones to track up inside the foot, which is
often seen as white line disease.

A cow’s natural reaction to white line

disease and other injuries such as bruising is
not always helpful. In an attempt to protect the
area that is painful, the horn will thicken
around the injury.

However, this puts pressure on the internal
structures of the hoof which causes more
defective horn to be made, and more
seriously, can cause the pedal bone to grow
sharp spikes of bone in response.

Once these bone changes occur, they are
permanent, and will put the cow at a greater
risk of lameness for the rest of her life.

The highest risk groups of animals for
having damage to this important pedal bone
are heifers and skinnier animals.

This is because they have less of a fat pad
— the cushioning pad that sits between the
pedal bone and the sole of the foot.

This pad acts like a shock absorber for the
pedal bone. Even a mildly lame heifer may
have bony changes occurring that will impact
her for the rest of her lifetime, so it is critical to
protect these animals.

To reduce the long-term effects of lame-
ness ensure your animals (especially heifers)
are in good condition and don’t lose too much
weight post-calving, so the shock absorbing
fat pad can do its job.

Treat any lame cow as quickly as possible,
by lifting the foot and removing excess horn
around the injury site. If you are not confident
doing this, have your vet in to look at her.

Putting a slip on the good claw to relieve
pressure on the injured claw, and using
NSAIDs (anti-inflammatory and pain-relief),
have both been shown to be effective in
reducing the damage to the pedal bone.

Remember that preventing and properly
treating heifers now is an investment in their
future in the herd.
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